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Costa Rican Cloud Forest

Costa Rica is taking seriously the idea that national wealth does not solely consist of
physical or financial assets but also of environmental goods and natural resources.  As
Thomas Friedman explained in yesterday’s column:

“More than any nation I’ve ever visited, Costa Rica is insisting that economic growth
and environmentalism work together. It has created a holistic strategy to think about
growth, one that demands that everything gets counted. So if a chemical factory sells
tons of fertilizer but pollutes a river – or a farm sells bananas but destroys a carbon-
absorbing and species-preserving forest – this is not honest growth. You have to pay for
using nature. It is called “payment for environmental services” – nobody gets to treat
climate, water, coral, fish and forests as free anymore.”

Including environmental assets in the national accounting clearly isn’t straightforward,
since the value of environmental assets isn’t easy to calculate.  But the conventional
approach to national accounts essentially sets this value at zero.  Just because we don’t
know a number precisely doesn’t mean that zero is the right answer.

Costa Rica has also implemented this insight administratively.  To quote Friedman again:

[W]hen Costa Rica put one minister in charge of energy and environment, “it created a
very different way of thinking about how to solve problems,” said Rodríguez, now a
regional vice president for Conservation International. “The environment sector was
able to influence the energy choices by saying: ‘Look, if you want cheap energy, the
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cheapest energy in the long-run is renewable energy. So let’s not think just about the
next six months; let’s think out 25 years.’ ”

Implementing a similar administrative merger would be a lot toughter in the much larger
government in the U.S.  But at least we could think about unifying oversight.  As a simple
step forward, we might consider revamping OMB into OMBS — the Office of Management,
Budget, and Sustainability.


